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The texts are arranged mostly in the following order: text in Chinese and pinyin, text notes in English

and Chinese, drills and practice, reading comprehension and paraphrasing, phonetics, grammar,

knowledge and practice in Chinese characters, and cultural notes. Series Introduction: This

6-volume textbook series takes the readers from a beginner to an intermediate level. The series is

designed for foreign students to learn about Chinese culture and society as they learn Mandarin.

The book aims to improve their basic skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening with

supplementary exercises, many illustrations, and charts. Each lesson includes text, new words,

notes, conversation practice, reading comprehension, phonetics, grammar, characters and cultural

notes. The entire series includes textbooks, student workbooks, instructor's manuals, with audio

cassettes or CDs. Some even with DVDs.
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The texts are arranged mostly in the following order: text in Chinese and pinyin, text notes in English

and Chinese, drills and practice, reading comprehension and paraphrasing, phonetics, grammar,

knowledge and practice in Chinese characters, and cultural notes. Series Introduction: This

6-volume textbook series takes the readers from a beginner to an intermediate level. The series is

designed for foreign students to learn about Chinese culture and society as they learn Mandarin.

The book aims to improve their basic skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening with

supplementary exercises, many illustrations, and charts. Each lesson includes text, new words,



notes, conversation practice, reading comprehension, phonetics, grammar, characters and cultural

notes. The entire series includes textbooks, student workbooks, instructorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

manuals, with audio cassettes or CDs. Some even with DVDs.

I completed the entire New Practical Chinese Reader series through self study. The first 4 texts

progressed along with a good selection of common vocab, and similar layouts.Book 5 is totally

different than the rest. It is a true reader, and contains literary chinese passages with mostly literary

vocab and grammar, as well as a conversation and listening section. This is NOT SPOKEN

CHINESE. Many of the words are relatively rare, even in the short conversation sections. Grammar

is very literary and rarely used in spoken language. However, there are some useful vocab items

and grammar items, not all is rare.In short, if you are looking to read literary Chinese, continue on

with Book 5. If not, then branch off into something like Streetwise Mandarin, or even start reading a

basic ordinary novel. Think before you continue with Book 5.

Bought this for my son who is semi-fluent in Mandarin. He studied in Shanghai with the US State

Department for a year and this is the series of books they used. He likes it.

Excellent text for advanced student of Chinese language.

Excellent text for advanced Chinese learners and teachers. The lower level need upgrading as to

colloquial expressions but this book has them.

for my Chinese class. And the shipping very fast. ...!-(/&.!/'-(/$:!:?-?-'thanks thanks thanks thanks

thanks thanks thanks thanks thanks thanks thanks

Really good textbook for continuing beyond the basics of Mandarin. If you've made it this far, then

you will be learning very little spoken and more written. The vocabulary is around HSK 4 equivalent.

At this level, there is no more hand holding with English explanations for grammar and problems.

The topics are well written as well as interesting. Highly recommended.

The New Practical Chinese program continues with level 5. It's the best program for grammar and

vocabulary for Mandarin Chinese that I've seen, and the fact that there is only as much English as

necessary tells me how much I've been taught using these books.
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